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Abstract— We demonstrate that no combined input- and
output-queued switch with limited speed-up (i.e., smaller than
the number of ports) and limited output buffering can be strictly
work-conserving by constructing a counter-example traffic sce-
nario.

I. INTRODUCTION

Packet-switch architectures belonging to the class of
combined input- and output-queued (CIOQ) switches
(see Fig. 1) have rapidly gained popularity. The earlier
approaches typically employ FIFO input buffers [1]–
[6], whereas the more recent approaches have adopted
virtual output-queued (VOQ) input buffers. In the lat-
ter category, we can distinguish between approaches
with limited speed-up and centralized VOQ schedul-
ing [7]–[13], and those with full speed-up but without
centralized VOQ scheduling [14], [15]. The focus of
the research in Refs. [7]–[13] has been to achieve ex-
act output-queuing emulation, which means that, given
identical input traffic patterns, the CIOQ switch exactly
mimics the packet departures at the outputs of a refer-
ence ideal output-queued switch. The proposed algo-
rithms such as JPM [8], LOOFA [10], and CCF [12]
have been shown to be strictly work-conserving (see
Def. 1) with a fabric-internal speed-up of two. However,
the physically limited size of the output buffers has not
yet been taken into account. Here, we will show that the
property of strict work-conservingness under all traffic
patterns cannot be met by a CIOQ switch with limited
output buffers, regardless of speed-up.

Definition 1 (Work-Conserving) A switch that is
work-conserving will serve any output for which at
least one packet is present.
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Fig. 1. Combined input and output queuing, with input speed-up
���

and output speed-up
���

. The input queues may be organized in
FIFO, VOQ, or any other fashion. Arbitration is not shown here.

Figure 1 shows the logical structure of a CIOQ
switch. We define the input speed-up factor

���
to be the

number of packets that can be transmitted from a sin-
gle input queue in one packet cycle (the duration of one
fixed-size packet at the external line-rate), whereas the
output speed-up factor

���
equals the number of packets

that can be delivered to a single output queue in one cy-
cle.

�	�
and

�
�
both can be between � and � .

�
�� �
and

�
�� � is equivalent to classic input queuing (i.e.,
no output queues are needed), whereas

���� � and�
�� � is equivalent to classic output queuing (no in-
put queues are needed).1 Given a particular speed-up

�
,

the bandwidth of the input and/or output buffers must
equal

��� � times the link rate.

II. IDEAL OQ EMULATION

A. System description

The system under study is depicted in Fig. 2, with a
switch of size ����� , VOQs at the input, backpres-
sure flow control, output buffers of size � packets each,
and speed-up

�
����
����
. We assume time-slotted

operation with fixed-size packets. We adopt a fabric-
internal flow-control mechanism that ensures that no
output queue overflows to keep the fabric lossless,2 de-
noted as backpressure mode in [3], [4]. Backpressure
is applied instantaneously if an output queue is com-
pletely full. We assume that the switch is scheduled by
an ideal, centralized algorithm that can examine the sta-
tus of all queues to resolve contention between inputs
(at each output) and VOQs (at each input). The only re-
strictions we impose on this algorithm is that it must first
guarantee work-conservingness and second, if possible,
be fair, i.e., prevent starvation. One can easily demon-
strate that fairness and strict work-conversingness are
mutually exclusive [16, Sec. 3].

The question we seek to answer is whether a CIOQ
packet switch as shown in Fig. 2 can emulate an ideal
output-queued switch using an ideal scheduling algo-
rithm and some limited output-queue size � . Below, we
will prove the following result: no CIOQ switch with in-
put and output speed-up

�
����
����
, ��� ��� � ,

and limited output buffers can be work-conserving in

 
In case the output queues are infinite, the value of

���
is irrelevant.!

A lossy switch is not work-conserving by definition.
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Fig. 2. CIOQ switch with VOQ, backpressure flow control,
��� �� � � � , and limited output buffers.

the sense of Definition 1 under all traffic patterns, re-
gardless of the scheduling algorithm.3 The proof is by
counter-example. This result is important because none
of the output-queued emulation schemes [7]–[13] ap-
pear to take the output buffer size into account.

B. Output contention phase

Initially, at
���

, the switch is completely empty.4

The scenario starts with a prolonged output contention
phase, during which

�
output queues are completely

filled and substantial backlog for these outputs builds
up at the inputs. We denote the arrival rate for the VOQ
on input � for output � by ��� � .��� � inputs uniformly contend for

�
outputs at 100%

load, i.e., ��� �  �
	 � for ����� � � � ��� ���� � � ,
and 0 otherwise. As

� � � packets arrive in each cycle
but only

�
can be served from the output queues, all

the outputs will be completely full by
���  ��� � � � at

the latest. The contention continues5 for another � 
��� ��� ����� � � ��� ��� � ��� packet cycles. Thus, at

��� 
��� � � , there are � packets backlogged across these� � � inputs. Because of the uniform traffic and the fair
contention resolution, every backlogged VOQ currently
has ��	 � ��� ��� �����  � � ��� ��� � � packets.

From
���

on, only input �� receives further traffic
whereas all other inputs are idle. At input �� one packet
arrives for each VOQ once every

� � � cycles, i.e.,
� � � !  �
	 � ��� ��� , ���"� � � , and 0 otherwise. Note that
from

���
on all VOQs are draining at a rate of �
	 � � � ��� ,

because
� � � backlogged VOQs contend for every out-

put. As a result, the VOQs on all inputs but �� are drain-
ing at a rate of �
	 � ��� ��� , whereas those on input �� 
remain steady. Therefore, at some time

��#%$&���
all in-

puts but �� will be completely empty.

C. Input contention phase

After the output contention phase described above,
the switch system has entered a state as depicted in Fig.
3, where at

��#
exactly

�
output queues, say queues �

through
�

, are completely full, whereas all others are
completely empty. We observe the backlogged input �� ,
'
Note that work-conservingness is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for exact OQ emulation.(
All times are expressed in packet cycles.)
The contention period can of course be prolonged arbitrarily to

increase the backlog.
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Fig. 3. Pathological traffic scenario (at 5 ' ) to disprove ideal OQ em-
ulation.

which has a number of packets for each of these full
output queues. From

��#
on, none of the other inputs has

any traffic, so we will just look at the given input.
Assume that from

��#
on, in every cycle one packet ar-

rives at this input destined for (empty!) output
� � � ,

i.e., �7698
�� !  � . To remain work-conserving, this packet

must always be served immediately, so that up to
��� �

packets from the other VOQs can be served; we assume
these are served in a round-robin (RR) order (to satisfy
the fairness constraint), but note that the actual service
discipline does not matter for the final result. Thus, at��# � � , we serve one packet for output

� � � , and one
each for outputs 1 through

�:� � . At the end of the cy-
cle, the output queues now contain � packets at outputs
1 through

�;� � (one arrival, one departure), and � � �
packets at output

�
(one departure). Note that VOQs 1

through
�

are served in
�<� � out of

�
cycles, so that

their average service rate equals
� �=� ����	 � . Continu-

ing in this fashion, we find that after > cycles, with >
an integer multiple of

�
, > @?�� � ?BA�C , we have

served > packets for output
� � � , and > � �;� ����	 � ?���� �D� ����	 � E?F� �G� ��� packets each for outputs

1 through
�

. At the same time, > packets have de-
parted from each output queue 1 through

�
, so that after

> cycles the occupancy of these output queues equals
� �D?F� �=� ��� � >  � �D?��=�H?:�H?��  � �H?
packets. Therefore, with

?  � , after > ?��  � �
cycles, all output queues will be empty. At this point,��I  ��# � � � , there are still packets left in all of the
corresponding VOQs, because at least � � �D� ��� � �
packets were backlogged in each VOQ at

��#
; now, an-

other packet for output
� � � arrives. In order to remain

work-conserving
� � � packets destined for empty out-

put queues must be served, which is not possible be-
cause the speed-up is just

�
. Hence, we have demon-

strated a traffic scenario under which the given switch
system is not work-conserving. Figure 4 summarizes
the timeline of the scenario.

As a result, no CIOQ switch system with limited out-
put buffers of any size � and a speed-up factor � � � �
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� can exactly emulate an ideal output-queued switch
under all traffic patterns, regardless of the scheduling
algorithm.

0 t1 t2 t3 t4t

no longer work−conserving

QS m m/S QS

switch empty
OQs 1 through S full

backlog on all inputs
all inputs but i’ drained

Fig. 4. Traffic scenario timeline.

The cause of this result is that, with limited buffers,
the output speed-up

���
is dependent on the output-

queue occupancy. The effective output speed-up
� �� can

be expressed as shown in Eq. (1):

� ��  ��� � � �
� � � ��� � � � (1)

where
�
� is the occupancy of output queue � .

III. CONCLUSION

The result derived here implies that neither the CIOQ
architectures of [14]–[15], nor the OQ emulation al-
gorithms of [7]–[13] can be practically implemented
such that they are strictly work-conserving. There-
fore, the output buffer size must be taken into account
when studying switch performance. It also implies
that more buffer space at the output is always better,
so that a trade-off between the cost of additional out-
put buffer space and the performance increase it entails
must be evaluated with care. An interesting open ques-
tion is whether a set of restrictions exists that, when
imposed on the offered traffic, guarantees strict work-
conservingness for a given output buffer size.
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